
Literacy Narrative Museum 

(50 points) 

 

 

Developing as a critical reader and writer involves much reflection on where we have been and 

where we are going. Rather than a timeline of multiple events that contributed to your personal 

literacy development, I ask that you five moments or experiences that you would consider 

critical to your development as a reader and writer. These experiences can be positive or 

negative, moments you experienced alone or during interactions with others, or events that took 

place in school or within a less formal educational environment. Reach as far back into your 

memory as you would like, but remember that the important part is communicating the long-term 

impacts these moments have had on you as a reader and writer.  

 

In one of your final assignments, you’ll curate a digital museum (using Google Slides) 

showcasing at least five exhibits that document your literacy history. The final exhibit should 

represent how you envision yourself as a writer now that you’ve nearly completed ENGL 1301.  

Each exhibit should include: 

 An artifact that represents this moment for you (literally or metaphorically), 

 Title of the artifact (like the way you would title a painting), and 

 Small blub of the moment the artifact represents. 

 

Your exhibit rooms should have doors and links that, when the slides advance, take the audience 

through a tour of your virtual museum. Your museum should also have a formal entrance and a 

references room (where you reference any sources used in MLA).  

 

Then, you will compose a script for an audio walking tour of your museum. To prepare your 

script for the person who will “voice” your tour, you should ensure that your script: 

 Welcomes guests to your museum, including an explanation of the museum’s purpose; 

 Describes each exhibit by describing the artifact (what it is, where you found it, and what 

it represents in your journey) and an analysis of this artifact on your development as a 

reader/writer; and 

 Thanks your guests for visiting and invites them to return. 

 

When evaluating this assignment, I’ll match your museum to your audio script, so be sure the 

two experiences match! 

 

To submit this assignment, you will “share” your museum with me through Google Slides and 

then upload your script into Blackboard.   


